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“This offbeat comic mystery is a low-key, low-budget charmer.” 
 

“Jigsaw puzzles may not rank too high on the list of typical relationship hazards, but it’s the 
arrival of just such a puzzle that tests and threatens the bond between the titular characters in 
“Arlo & Julie,” a low-key, low-budget charmer that marks a pleasing shift into fiction features for 
writer-director Steve Mims after his 2011 documentary “Incendiary: The Willingham Case.” An 
offbeat comic mystery that doesn’t overstay its welcome at a spry 76 minutes, this adroit indie 
vehicle for actors Alex Dobrenko and Ashley Spillers...”                                                            
Justin Chang, Variety 

SYNOPSIS 

When pieces of a jigsaw puzzle arrive daily in the mail, a neurotic couple’s curiosity devolves into 
an obsession that comically unravels their world, disconnecting them from reality and 
jeopardizing their fragile relationship. A whimsical and inventive romantic comedy, the film’s 
twisting plot and surprising depth make it a one-of-a-kind experience. A critically acclaimed, 
award-winning film festival favorite, VARIETY’s Justin Chang wrote: “This comic mystery is a 
low-key, low-budget charmer.” 
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ABOUT THE CAST 
 
Ashley Rae Spillers (JULIE) is currently living and working in Los Angeles. Before moving to LA, Ashley spent 9 
years in Austin, Texas where she first began acting in film. A native Texan, Spillers grew up in Sugar Land, Texas 
and moved to Austin for her undergraduate degree at St. Edwards University receiving her degree in Sociology and 
German. Her focus switched to acting upon graduation when she began taking classes locally and found a home in 
the Austin film community. Ashley has had the good fortune of working with many wonderful Texas filmmakers 
including Jonny Mars and Spencer Parsons in SATURDAY MORNING MYSTERY, Geoff Marslett in LOVES 
HER GUN, Russell Bush in MAGPIE, Andy Irvine in both HEARTS OF NAPALM and THE LOVE INSIDE, 
Bryan Poyser in LOVE AND AIR SEX and most recently with Alex Johnson in SXSW 2014's TWO STEP and 
Steve Mim's ARLO & JULIE. Ashley makes her way onto the stage from time to time, most recently in Paper 
Chair's production of BOOM FOR REAL, as Boom. You can catch her opposite Robert De Niro in Jon 
Turtletaub's LAST VEGAS and in the PBS documentary series THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: WAR OF 
THE WORLDS. 
 
Alex Dobrenko (ARLO) now lives and works full time in Los Angeles. Between auditions and roles, Alex can be 
found making people laugh in improve theaters across the city, including UCB and iO West. Before his recent move, 
Alex grabbed the burgeoning Austin, Texas acting and improv scene by the horns. A wit with a degree from Brown 
University, he’s a natural for a script that requires timing and humor. In fact, Steve Mims wrote ARLO & JULIE 
with Alex and co-star Ashley Spillers in mind for the title roles. Alex just finished filming FUNEMPLOYMENT in 
Austin with Moth to Flame Films. Look for him next in the comedy horror flick THE LUMBERJACK MAN. Alex 
maintains an active role managing Tugg, an on-line, on-demand movie screening facilitator based in Austin. Recent 
projects include BLOODY HOMECOMING, POINT OF INTEREST and HELL NO.   
 
Mallory Culbert (TRISH) is a writer-actress based in Austin, TX. She graduated from the Plan II Honors 
Program at the University of Texas in Austin, and studied acting and improv in New York and LA. She has come 
back to her home state for a round two that so far includes a feature of her own, currently in pre-production and the 
delight of working with new colleagues in a familiar setting. Unlike ARLO & JULIE, she is not that into puzzles, but 
she is into puns and actively working the verb "punning" into the English lexicon. Along with Mr. Mims, other 
collaborative highlights have been under the direction of Monte Hellman, Spencer Parsons, Yen Tan, and most 
recently opposite Anna Paquin in STRAIGHT A’S (2013). 
 
Hugo Vargas-Zesati (ROB) is an Austin, Texas based writer and actor, known for his work in CLOWNS 
NEVER DIE, CHLOE AND CLAIRE AND SIXES & SEVENS and ARLO & JULIE.  He is originally from El 
Paso, Texas. 
 
Chris Doubek (BILL) appeared in 6 films at SXSW last year: COMPUTER CHESS, A TEACHER (also both at 
Sundance); LOVES HER GUN, GROW UP TONY PHILLIPS, WHITE REINDEER, & 
GOODNIGHT. Chris appears in Richard Linklater's BOYHOOD this year along with ARLO & JULIE. 
Earlier films LOVERS OF HATE (Sundance 2010) & THE HAPPY POET are available on Itunes and 
Netflix. While in Austin, Chris won a B. Iden Payne Outstanding Cast Performance Award for the 
Southwest regional premiere of Yasmin Reza's ART. Chris was a member of the original ensemble of 
Julie Taymor's JUAN DARIEN back when NYC still smelled funny.  
 
Annalee Jefferies (TESS) was in the nine hour trilogy of Horton Foot’s ORPHAN HOME CYCLE in NY, which 
won the Drama Desk and Tony awards for “Theatrical Event of the Season” for 2010 . She’s played Blanche in 
STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE, Violet in SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER, Hannah in NIGHT OF THE 
IGUANA, Carol in ORPHEUS DESCENDING and Amanda in THE GLASS MENAGERIE which was among 
the Wall Street Journal’s best 10 productions of  2009. She toured England in John Barton’s ten-hour epic 
TANTALUS, directed by Sir Peter Hall. She spent 20 years as a resident company member at the Alley Theatre. 
Her film credits include HELLION, ARLO & JULIE, THE SIDEWAYS LIGHT, THE GIRL, MONSTERS, 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE, and NO MERCY. Television includes the last 2 episodes of DALLAS (2013), PBS 
Documentary WAR OF THE WORLDS (2013). She trained at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, London. She 
lives on a farm in Brenham, Texas. 
 
Sam Eidson (DIRK) is an Austin, Texas based actor and producer who has appeared in many independent films, 
including ZERO CHARISMA, INTRAMURAL and NATURAL SELECTION.  He is currently producing and 
directing his first feature. 
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT – STEVE MIMS 

 
The idea for Arlo and Julie first emerged as a ‘what if?’ question:  what would happen if you were 
anyonomously mailed a piece of a puzzle everyday?  And what if the number doubled each day?  My 
thought was that you’d dismiss it at first and then become obsessed.  I’d worked with Alex Dobrenko on a 
short and we wanted to make a feature, so I began developing a script around that I idea.  Alex 
introduced me to Ashley Spillers and she became the other half of the couple at the center of the movie.  
Later Alex and Ashley, who had been working for some time as actors in Austin, essentially brought on 
the rest of the cast. 
 
That core idea developed into a real story with interesting and fun characters and we filmed for fifteen 
days in Austin and two and a half days in west Texas.  We had a small and talent cast and a small crew, 
the bulk of whom were my students from the University of Texas at Austin. 
 

 
ABOUT THE FILMMAKER 

 
Steve Mims is an Austin-based filmmaker whose award-winning films have screened widely in film 
festivals, theatrically and on television. 
 His feature length film, INCENDIARY: THE WILLINGHAM CASE, (co-directed by Joe 
Bailey, Jr.) had its world premiere at SXSW and an east coast premiere at AFI/DISCOVERY 
CHANNEL SILVERDOCS in 2011.  A limited theatrical release garnered excellent reviews 
nationwide. Ann Hornaday of The Washington Post called it: “Nonfiction filmmaking at its most 
classic. Crime, punishment, morality and hardball politics make for an explosive narrative mix all their 
own.” The film won the 2011 SXSW Louis Black Award, the 2012 Innocence Network Journalism 
Award and the 2013 Texas Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty Media Award. 
 Other feature-length documentaries include RUTHIE FOSTER: LIVE AT ANTONES, which 
won the Blues Foundation Award for Best DVD of 2012; LIZARDS TIMES TWENTY:  AUSTIN 
LOUNGE LIZARDS LIVE AT ANTONE’S, which premiered at SXSW and was released on DVD by 
Blue Corn Records; and THE AUSTIN LOUNGE LIZARDS: THIRTY YEARS OF LOST 
LUGGAGE. His narrative feature film THE PERFECT SPECIMEN premiered at the SXSW and was 
licensed to SHOWTIME.   
 Among his short fiction film work, the New York Times called Steve’s short AUNT HALLIE, “A 
treasure...which belongs on everybody’s list of the top-10 funniest nine minute films ever made.”  His 
short WEBB WILDER, PRIVATE EYE:  THE SAUCER’S REIGN became a late night television cult 
film in the mid 1980’s and helped spawn the roots-rock band WEBB WILDER AND THE 
BEATNECKS and successful recording and filmmaking efforts that continue today.  His work has 
screened at the Museum of Modern Art in New York (Film Society of Lincoln Center, New 
Directors/New Films) Bilbao, Spain, Hamburg, Germany, St. Petersburg and Moscow.  His film awards 
include the American-Soviet Film Initiative Pick (Ann Arbor Film Festival) the Gold Apple Award 
(National Educational Film Festival) and the Silver Hugo Award (Chicago International Film Festival).  
A compilation of three of his shorts WEBB WILDER’S CORN FLICKS was released nationally by 
BMG/Zoo Entertainment. His latest fiction shorts include THE ONE-OFFS, REFLEX, 
HONORARIUM, and WEBB WILDER’S SCATTERGUN. 
 
 

Steve Mims, Writer/Director 
512.750.4672 

4606 Rosedale Ave, Austin, Texas 78756 
stevemims@earthlink.net 

 
Richelle Fatheree, Executive Producer 

202.525.9467 
1719 19th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009 

richelle@arloandjulie.com 
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Interview with Steve Mims by Bernard Boo, WAY TOO INDIE, August 1, 2014 
 
You filmed in Austin, correct? 

Steve: Correct. We filmed in Austin and a little bit in West Texas. I had a great time shooting a short with the main 
actor, Alex Dorbrenko. I talked to him about this idea I had: What would happen to you if you found a piece of a 
puzzle in the mail and you just kept getting them? My thought was that initially you’d be dismissive, but eventually 
you’d reach a point where you wouldn’t be able to think about anything else. I started writing it for him to be the 
main character, and he introduced me to Ashley Spillers, so I started writing it for both of them. All of the other 
actors came through those two, because they knew a lot of people in the area from working here for a long time. The 
script got populated with actors that they worked with before. I wrote the script over about six months. 

Ashley and Alex are so sweet in the film. Are they like that in real life, and did their personalities 
inform the tone of the film? 

Steve: They are a lot like their characters. Ashley’s super charming. You don’t run into people who really have 
something special all the time, but she has that. The tone of it? It’s obviously a lightweight film. Certain things 
resonate with people in terms of the embedded issues of truthfulness, but on the whole, you can’t make a movie 
about people putting a jigsaw together and have it be anything other than fun. To me, the movie closest to this in 
tone is Stolen Kisses from 1968. If you haven’t seen that movie…you’ve got to see it. It’s really inventive and fun. 

The puzzle and the painting that’s involved in the film’s plot are two very striking visual latching-on points. 

Steve: I had the idea for the puzzle for a while, and for the painting, I thought it had to be something abstract. I 
wanted to have it somehow connected to what the characters are going through. We had people on the crew who 
worked almost full-time trying to put that puzzle together. It’s an abstract puzzle, so there aren’t a lot of edges that 
you can find to help you along. It drove people crazy. It was 2000 pieces. In reality, Arlo and Julie would have never 
put that thing together, because we had a team of people working non-stop on that thing! 

This film is a mystery, a comedy, and a romance all in one. It’s a great mix for an indie film. 

Steve: Thanks so much. I think people have an expectation of what an independent movie is, and I think that’s why the 
movie’s done so well. People are caught off-guard by the nature of the movie itself. People laugh as well, which is nice. 

There’s a very peculiar tone to the film’s humor, and everyone in the cast seems to understand it. 

Steve: I’m super lucky. Mallory Culbert, who plays Trish, is really sharp and funny. Her boyfriend in the movie, 
Hugo [Vargas-Zesati], is also great. They’re the type of actors who can do something five ways and all five ways are 
really good. The most experienced guy in the movie is Chris Doubek, who plays the mailman. He’s the real deal, 
and he was terrific. The tempo of the film is fast, with the beats in the dialogue being pretty rapid. It’s not that 
naturalistic; hopefully it sounds natural, but you can’t really drag these jokes out. It was fun. 

The ’20s soundtrack is really great. Did you always have it in mind? 

Steve: From the beginning. I was editing the film, too, and I was putting these pop tracks from the ’20s in there. I’m 
a big fan of that music. There’s a program here in Austin about that music that I listen to every week. Also, Arlo is a 
historian, so he sort of lives in the past. There’s a visual motif in the movie with a gramophone, and there’s a DJ in 
Austin who you can hire to use her gramophones and 78s. That music is obviously old, so we wanted to plant that 
seed early on in the film of, somehow in the logic of this movie, this is where it’s coming from. 

CREDITS 
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Cast 

ARLO     Alex Dobrenko  
JULIE    Ashley Spillers  
DIRK    Sam Eidson  
BILL    Chris Doubek  
ROB    Hugo Zesati  
TRISH    Mallory Culbert   
TESS    Annalee Jefferies 
COMSTOCK   Jonathan Breck 
WAITRESS   Shelby Graham 
WAITER   Jorge Corona   
LIMO DRIVER   Greg Keel 
BORDER GUARD  Ethan Morris  
 

Crew 
writer/director   Steve Mims 
line producer   Joe Bailey, Jr. 
executive producer  Richelle Fatheree 
producers   Andrew Cottrell 
    John Wood 
associate producers  Chad & Kori Crow 
    Robin and Tom Gerrow 
    Jan Gillespie 
    Gonzalez-Benkiksen 
    Nick Green 
    Joe Freeland 
    Mari Marchbanks 
    Veronica Calderon-Stucky 
    Ben Smith 
    Jim Vail   
production manager  Bailor Ellison 
first assistant director  Marshall Copous 
second assistant director  Ethan Morris 
talent coordinators  Shelby Graham 
    Nikki Prian 
art director   Kakii Keenan 
art assistants   Hannah Dubbe 
    Hannah Hamrick 
    Emma Mosshart-Keel 
director of photography  Steve Mims   
first assistant camera  Jorge Coronaw 
second assistant camera  Jonathan Cox 
third assistant camera 
still photographer   Rebeca Rodriguez 
‘B’ camera operator  Benjamin Smith 
sound recordist   Joe Bailey, Jr. 
boom operator   Jay Henderson 
gaffer    Chris Lowery 
best boy    Jacob Farmer 
key grip    Micah Land 
teaching assistant   Roshan Murthy 
editor    Steve Mims 
audio mix   Korey Pereira 
set construction   Erin Bertolini 
    Greg Ruopp 


